
Destination: NORTH EUROPE

Itinerary: Denmark,Norway,Germany

Ship: MSC EURIBIA

Departure port: Copenhagen,

Denmark

Departure date: 2023-07-09

Duration: 7 Nights

GER01 - MOUNTAIN ROADS UP TO DALSNIBBA
SCENIC ROUTE

GER04 - GEIRANGERFJORD BY RIB BOAT

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

Hellesylt, Norway

2023-07-11

Thanks to their outstanding beauty, both the village of Geiranger and the valley are among the most popular

holiday resorts in Norway. The route to Mount Dalsnibba will take you up the Oplenske Valley, travelling along

the beautiful mountain roads and through rural farmland to reach Djupvatn. You will then begin your ascent to

the top of Mount Dalsnibba, which at 1.500 metres above sea level affords spectacular views of the surrounding

countryside. Have your camera ready to capture the amazing mountainscapes, glaciers and lakes on film and

create memories for posterity. There will be time for a short stop at Djupvatn mountain lodge where you have the

possibility to browse the gift shop or buy some refreshments. Please note: this tour is not available on May calls.

If the road to Dalsnibba closes due the roadwork needed, the tour will go via the Eagle Road and stop at the

viewpoint at the top. Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to provide assistance with

getting on and off the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a

lift. Wheelchair users wishing to take part in this are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly

once they are on board so that arrangements can be made. Djupvatn mountain lodge is not wheelchair-friendly.

This tour may have multiple departures throughout the stay in port of the ship. Please contact the Shore

Excursions' Desk for information about departure timing.

Price per person

Adult: € 79.00

Child: € 55.00

Start the tour with a short walk from the tender pier in Geiranger to board a RIB boat (a safe, rigid inflatable

boat) to begin our journey around the magnificent Geirangerfjord, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. You will be

able to enjoy the true splendour of the unique fjord landscape from the water as we admire the many waterfalls

and stunning picture-postcard Nordic landscape. The boat will take you to the end of the Geirangerfjord and all

the way to Oaldsbygda; we will sail close to the waterfalls and enjoy great views of the fjord farm where the

people of the Geirangerfjord lived and worked a hundred years ago. Have your cameras at the ready, as the RIB-

boat will make short stops during the tour at different scenic spots so you can take pictures without leaving the

boat. This excursion makes for a really special way to discover the delights of this marvellous fjord from a new

and unique perspective. Please note: all participants will receive insulated rain and windproof suits. The captain

of the boat will offer a guided commentary during the tour in English. This tour is not suitable for children aged

less than 6 years or for guests with health problems. This tour may have multiple departures throughout the stay

in port of the ship. Please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about departure timing.

Price per person

Adult: € 115.00

Child: € 115.00
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GER10 - Stairway to the Waterfall

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

HEL01 - BREATHTAKING VIEWS FROM HELLESYLT

TO GEIRANGER

  

SCENIC ROUTE

HEL02 - BRIKSDAL GLACIER EXPLORER

  

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

Price per person

Adult: € 39.00

Child: € 35.00

Spend a day off the ship to explore and enjoy Norway's spectacular natural scenery on this coach-based tour. On

leaving the port in Hellesylt, the first leg of the tour will take you to Hornindal Lake, the deepest lake in Europe

at 514 metres and a place of outstanding natural beauty. Next up is the little village of Stryn, which sits pretty on

the banks of Nordfjord, after which the route will take you over the Stryn mountains, passing waterfalls and lakes

as you climb to an elevation of 1,500 metres above mean sea level to reach Mount Dalsnibba. This is a great spot

for taking photos as it affords magnificent views over the amazing Geirangerfjord, which stretches along a length

of some 15 kilometres and is a UNESCO World Heritage Site. After a short stop to savour the moment, you will

then begin your descent back to Geiranger with more breathtaking vistas of the valley to enjoy at the famous

Flydal viewpoint. This all-day tour includes lunch in a local restaurant and will come to a close with your return

to Geiranger and your ship. Please note: if the road to Dalsnibba closes due the roadworks needed, the tour will

go via the Eagle Road and stop at the viewpoint at the top. This tour is not available on May calls. Guests using a

wheelchair are advised that they must be accompanied by a paying helper to provide assistance with getting on

and off the coach and that wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift.

Guests using a wheelchair who would like to participate in this tour are requested to contact the Shore

Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board so that arrangements can be made.

Price per person

Adult: € 155.00

Child: € 109.00

 Note for guests with disabilities

A day of scenic splendour awaits you on this enjoyable tour, which begins with a drive from Hellesylt through

Norway's verdant valley farmlands, with steep mountains rising to one side and the glittering fjords to the other.

Continuing along the shores of the beautiful Lake Olden, you will then reach Briksdal Mountain Lodge, your

"base camp" for the subsequent hike. A 1.5-hour walk will then give you plenty of opportunity to get up close and

personal with Mother Nature as you head for the spectacular Briksdal Glacier, an arm of the Jostedal Glacier -

the largest in the whole of continental Europe. The hearty appetite you will have worked up walking through the

fresh mountain air will then be rewarded by an equally hearty and typically Norwegian lunch. Your excursion

then continues by coach again, taking you along the Stryn mountain road, the old connection between western

and eastern Norway. The route will also take you through a number of tunnels before descending to Geiranger

with more lovely views of mountain farms, waterfalls and lakes to enjoy as you go. Please note: this excursion is

not suitable for guests with mobility problems. This tour is not available on May calls.

Price per person

Adult: € 155.00

Child: € 109.00
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HEL05 - BRIKSDAL GLACIER HIKE &

JOSTELDALSBREEN NATIONAL PARK

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

HEL11 - SCENIC CRUISE TO GEIRANGERFJORD
SCENIC ROUTE

GER03 - HERDAL MOUNTAIN FARM & SPECTACULAR

VIEWS

  

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Price per person

Adult: € 155.00

Child: € 109.00

Price per person

Adult: € 107.00

Child: € 96.00

 Note for guests with disabilities

Take some time off the ship to discover Norway's stunning landscape on this enjoyable tour, which begins with an

exciting coach ride up the 11 exhilarating hair-raising hairpin bends of Eagle Road. Enjoy a stop at the Eagle

Bend, which affords a spectacular view of the splendid Seven Sisters waterfall and the fjord below. An enjoyable

and very scenic 1-hour coach ride will then take you to one of the many summer mountain farms in the area,

where you will stop for a visit and have an opportunity to sample some typical Norwegian produce. The tour ends

with your return to Geiranger. Please note: this tour is not available on May calls. Until early June and in

September, animals will be at cover and guests will visit a farm in the valley instead of a mountain farm. On these

calls, the tour duration will be 3 hours. Please have the tour itinerary reconfirmed during your cruise. This tour is

not suitable for guests using a wheelchair. This tour may have multiple departures throughout the stay in port of

the ship. Please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about departure timing.

Price per person

Adult: € 85.00

Child: € 60.00
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GER05 - SCENIC GEIRANGER
SCENIC ROUTE

GER06 - NORWEGIAN FJORD CENTRE & SCENIC

GEIRANGER
SCENIC ROUTE

Our tour begins along the fjord before ascending the mountain in spectacular style, via a series of 11 hairpin

bends. At the uppermost "Eagle"'s Bend", we will stop to enjoy the fantastic view below: in the distance you can

see traditional old farms, stubbornly clinging to narrow shelves high above the fjord. For generations, families

were able to make a living in these high pastures and today great efforts are being made to restore and preserve

this historic way of life. We return via the same road, which was completed in 1952, passing several farms, some

of which are over 200 years old. Drive through the village of Geiranger, passing the famous octagonal wooden

church, which was built in 1842, before heading for the Flydal Gorge viewpoint. You may well recognize the view

here, as it is often used in advertising as a typical example of Norway's beautiful fjords. We will have time to

enjoy the fabulous view and photograph our ship on the water before we return downhill once more. Please note:

Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to provide assistance with getting on and off the

coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair users

wishing to take part in this are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on board

so that arrangements can be made. This tour may have multiple departures throughout the stay in port of the

ship. Please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about departure timing.

Price per person

Adult: € 74.00

Child: € 59.00

 Note for guests with disabilities

The Geirangerfjord is undoubtedly one of Norway's most fascinating sights. The mountains tower overhead on

both sides and we will pass several waterfalls with stories to their names such as the "Suitor", the "Bridal Veil"

and the "Seven Sisters". Our tour begins along the fjord before ascending the mountain in spectacular style, via a

series of 11 hairpin bends. At the uppermost, "Eagle"'s Bend", we will stop to enjoy the fantastic view below: in

the distance you can see traditional old farms, stubbornly clinging to narrow shelves high above the fjord. For

generations, families were able to make a living in these high pastures and today great efforts are being made to

restore and preserve this historic way of life. We return via the same road, which was completed in 1952 passing

several farms, some of which are over 200 years old. Ascending the Geiranger road that links the district with

eastern Norway during the summer months, we pass several hotels before reaching the Norwegian Fjord Centre.

The Centre provides both information and an experience: visitors can study exhibitions on themes such as nature,

culture and history whilst gaining insight into life on the inaccessible farms that cling to the sheer mountainsides

around the fjord. Very well presented, the display comes alive with sound and images. A simulated avalanche

even provides a graphic demonstration of the forces of nature at their most impressive. After the visit, we head

uphill to the famous Flydal Gorge viewpoint, passing several camping sites on the way. From here, you can

admire the fabulous panorama and photograph our ship down on the fjord before we return downhill once more.

Please note: Wheelchair users must be accompanied by a paying helper to provide assistance with getting on and

off the coach; wheelchairs must be collapsible/foldable since the coach has neither a ramp nor a lift. Wheelchair

users wishing to take part in this are requested to contact the Shore Excursions' Desk promptly once they are on

board so that arrangements can be made. This tour may have multiple departures throughout the stay in port of

the ship. Please contact the Shore Excursions' Desk for information about departure timing.

Price per person

Adult: € 92.00

Child: € 64.00

 Note for guests with disabilities
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GERBK2 - SKY VIEW RIDE TO GEIRANGER

  

BIKETOUR

HEL03 - LANDS OF THE TROLLS - TROLLSTIGEN

 

SCENIC ROUTE

HEL04 - BEAUTIFUL STRYN
CITY TOUR

Fjords, lakes and mountains are the constant inspiring backdrop to this high-altitude cycle ride. Having collected

your bike from the guide at the floating pier, you'll follow the trail from the port directly uphill on a minor

mountain road past Geiranger Church and up to the famous Flydalsjuvet viewpoint. The stunning views here will

quite literally take your breath away, with snow-capped peaks ahead of you and a mountain river babbling beside

you as you make your way ever higher. Reaching the Dallen Hut by the mountain lake at 1030 m above sea level,

you'll discover a fabulous place for a relaxing break. But if you're really aiming for the skies, you can climb on all

the way up to the Dalsnibba observation platform at 1500 metres Europe's highest fjord view by road. Admiring

the sheer cliffs and tumbling waterfalls, you'll have no doubt why UNESCO declared this amazing area a World

Heritage Site. Having reached the mountain top, you"'ll be able enjoy a good long break before returning the way

you came to the village of Geiranger. On your arrival, there will still be time to reward yourself with a coffee and

slice of traditional krumkake in one of the village"'s charming cafés, before returning to your ship. Please note:

guests will have to cycle 42 km with sustained steep climbs. This tour is available only for guests on MSC

Meraviglia and MSC Preziosa. Children are allowed to take part in this tour provided their height is 155 cm. A

declaration of agreement must be signed by an adult with parental authority for children before authorisation

can be given for such guests to take part.

Price per person

Adult: € 75.00

Child: € 45.00

This exhilarating excursion takes you from Hellesylt to the stunning scenery of the Land of the Trolls. The first

sight you'll see is the mighty Hellesylt Waterfall cascading into the fjord. Then you'll proceed along the

Sunnylvsfjorden until it joins beautiful Geirangerfjord. After a ferry crossing, drive along the Norddalsfjord, then

notice how the scenery changes as you enter the fertile valley of Valldal. There's time for a photo stop at the

spectacular Gudbrand gorge before heading up into the mountains, with another stop at the viewpoint

overlooking the breathtaking Ister valley. From here, the Trollstigen road descends through a series of amazing

hairpin bends. Then cross the Norddalsfjord by ferry to head for Geiranger, stopping at the first of the 11 hairpin

bends on the Eagle's Road to enjoy the view. Admire the old farms stubbornly clinging to the rock high above the

fjord. Your arrival in Geiranger is heralded by a series of dramatic waterfalls. Lunch is served on route. Please

note: this excursion is not suitable for guests with mobility problems or using a wheelchair. This tour is not

available on May calls.

Price per person

Adult: € 162.00

Child: € 115.00

Price per person

Adult: € 69.00

Child: € 49.00

 Note for guests with disabilities
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HEL10 - PROTECTOURS: KAYAK ADVENTURE

HEL06 - DRAMATIC NORANG VALLEY
SCENIC ROUTE

HEL07 - STRANDAFJELL CABLE CAR

  

SCENIC ROUTE

HEL08 - STRYN & LOEN SKYLIFT

  

SCENIC ROUTE

HEL09 - MARVEL AT MOTHER NATURE BEAUTY ON A

RIB

 

ACTIVE &

ADVENTURE

Price per person

Adult: € 119.00

Child: € 85.00

Price per person

Adult: € 49.00

Child: € 34.00

Price per person

Adult: € 113.00

Child: € 79.00

Price per person

Adult: € 197.00

Child: € 138.00

 Note for guests with disabilities

Price per person

Adult: € 108.00

Child: € 97.00
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FAMILY FUN

Take your children on a journey of discovery, with a special programme for kids. The

perfect family trip.

CITY TOUR

Explore the city centre with a guided tour and soak up the local scenery with a

comfortable coach ride. The easy way to get to know your destination.

CULTURE AND

HISTORY

Learn all about the history and culture of your destination, with visits to must-see

locations and guided tours of key sites. The ideal route to local knowledge.

PANORAMIC

TOUR

Admire your destination in total comfort, with a scenic coach tour taking in the best

views and the main places of interest. The relaxing road to discovery.

SPORT AND

ADVENTURE

Head ashore in search of adventure! Opportunities for sport and fun range from

trekking and snorkelling to kayak tours and 4x4 vehicle adventures. The active

choice.

WONDER OF

NATURE

Immerse yourself in spectacular scenery and discover the fascinating flora and fauna

of your destination. Your passport to the wonders of the natural world.

SOMETHING

SPECIAL

Pursue your interests in new places! From gastronomic tours and guided shopping

trips to religious visits, there’s a world of pastimes and passions to explore.

SEA AND SUN

Treat yourself to some pure relaxation, basking on a beautiful beach or enjoying the

stunning views on a scenic boat trip. A winner for sea and sun lovers.

EASY &

ACCESSIBLE

Leisurely explore the best each destination has to offer, in small groups, on tailor-

made itineraries for slow walkers and people with limited mobility. Up-close

experiences available for everyone.

MSC

PROTECTOURS

Protectours offers you unforgettable experiences while focusing on environmental

sustainability in order to preserve a beautiful world for future generations to enjoy.

MSC BIKE

ADVENTOURS

One of the best ways to explore a city is from the seat of a MSC bicycle. See, hear,

smell and feel the destination like never before.
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